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	MEETING TYPE: On
	Regular: Off
	Special: Off
	MEETING DATE: March 2, 2024
	MEETING LOCATION  ADDRESS: Holstein Park Fieldhouse 2200 N Oakley Ave
	MEETING START TIME: 1:13 PM
	Present: On
	Remote: Off
	Absent: Off
	Present_2: Off
	Remote_2: Off
	Absent_2: On
	Present_3: On
	Remote_3: Off
	Absent_3: Off
	Public Comment: Joe - Two months ago at the meeting somebody reported that he and his wife had the phone stolen and they said the gave police information and even the next day they were still charging thing on his wife's cell phone. And I thought to myself, “why didn't they call their cell phone service and have it turned off?” I didn't want to say the public need to embarrass this person, but I went home and looked it up further and they discovered the several things you can do, you can actually. The service will turn it off. You can actually get a Google With when the Google e-mail address tied your phone and you can go in and do something called Find My Phone, it'll find it, you can see where it is, you can send a message to it, you can turn it off and you can wipe the contents. OK. There's also an Android phone. There's a thing automatically installed called an app called Lookout, which there was a free version. Now it costs $60.00 a year. You can do that through an app. Apple iOS has come out with a new version which has you know, more extensive things on how to protect yourself if someone stole your phone. So I'd like to have a set-up, a blog, a web designer. I'd like to have a campaign to teach people how to use cell phone things sensibly. So you'll have people going around in an hour doing 8 robberies trying to find cell phones where they can rob their bank.To start it. I want to have a maybe a website with a blog, web And I think I couldn't understand why someone, why everyone was having all these cell phones stolen, why they're valuable if they could be turned off within 20 minutes or 30 minutes. Then I discovered, apparently a lot of people don't know that there's other safe practices you can do. Like all the apps on your phone don't automatically pick up your password, make it put in every time, and don't put cash apps on it. You don't. You don't. You don't need to carry your bank account around with you. So I'd like to do if cell phones were harder to steal, we wouldn't have as many people still and people would be saving their The 14th District police to do something, he said they can't answer to ourselves.Concerned Neighbor 1 - I'm really sad that the commissioner Linas is not here, so I wanted to get an update on the attack by the police on houses where migrants were staying, where the police came in with armed guns. It is my understanding is that the OIG is investigating And I would really like to Ask that we ask the OIG to come to our next regular meeting and update us on what's happening with that case because it sounded, I mean we talked about, you know the problems that we need started solving crime but then the lawyer with no crime being committed to private homes with, and I thought that really scared, that's not that like my worst nightmare about police, you know, intimidating and luckily nobody was hurt or killed to my understanding in this event. But that's like nightmares scenario to me. You have police knocking on your door with guns.Ishan Daya - I wanted to remind folks you've not heard about it yet. There is going to be a ballot question on the ballot. If you're early voting, it's already there. If you're voting day of, it's going to be on the ballot on March 19th, it's called Bring Chicago Home.What it is doing is restructuring. The real estate transfer tax from being a flat regressive to being a progressive balance. So what that means for folks in our communities, it means that 95% of people in the city will see a reduction in that one time purchase tax of purchasing a home. So you'll see a reduction in your tax. And then for about 5% of people in the city, we are purchasing properties that are above $1.12 million in commercial properties, you'll see an increase in the tax. So this is not a property tax, This is a real estate transfer tax and it is a restructuring from a regressive tax to a progressive tax. All of that is supposed to essentially generate about $100 million a year that will go directly into houses and services. Really relevant here today because we know that right now the police spend a lot of their time around engaging with household folks in the city, oftentimes the detriment of our houseless neighbors. And we need to make sure that, you know, folks are spending the the right time doing the right things and we have the right people answering the right calls. So what that means is how do we make sure that we have housing and a stable revenue stream for housing or housing savers and for the first time? Just about ever. We have the ability as residents of the city to actually vote on saying we care about housing our neighbors. We care about how we dedicate revenue stream. We want to pass from Chicago homes to be able to make sure that we are creating more affordable housing. We are making sure that making properties are getting revamped. We are getting housing vouchers for people that need it. You know, there are 131,000 people that are on the waiting list for housing vouchers, which is absolutely nuts. I know a lot of us care about public safety, and that's why we're here. And we know that housing each of our neighbors is a core component of public So March 19th, it's on the backside of your ballot vote. Yes, it's a lot of language, but what it's saying is a 95% reduction in the real estate transfer tax or sorry, reduction in the real estate transfer tax for 95% of people in the city and then for 5% of people which are on the wealthier end. A slight increase in that to be able to fund housing for years.Olan Mijana - Public Yeah, I wanted to thank you, Sean. I wanted to go after Sally here, which is Sally mentioned how police officers went to the home of a volunteer who's been volunteering at the 14th District station, a migrant with a family. But she was there herself, was staying there and police came in with guns drawn. And so there is, there's not just an investigation for that and the OID, there's also a second investigation that I have to remind people of, which is that whenever she reported the incident to Ashley the The 14th District heard about it. Someone from the 14th District called her and intimidated her, essentially saying things like, you're a migrant, we have your fingerprints, we have your pictures. You don't want any trouble here. And so there's not just that first report, there's that second report. So there are two impending investigations. And I also want to connect this to Sally touched on it, which is we're here talking about how police are so stretched thin, they're so spread thin, they can't, they can't do their jobs, so on and so But they have. They seem to have plenty of time to raid the home of someone who's no threat to anyone. They seem to have all this time to pull people over on the corner of Kedzie. What? What's the corner Fullerton But they don't have time to address the spike in crime or whatever. So you know, we cast severe doubt on their narrative and so that's why we need to push for this OID investigation. And so I'm not just calling for the counselors to push that forward. Unfortunately, Ashley isn't here because I know The spearhead of that, but we also demand that the head of OID come here because we need to ask them ourselves what's happening with that because in the police union contract any investigation that goes over 18 months, any investigation that takes longer than 18 months gets thrown out the window essentially. So it's in the police interest for this to be slow walked. And so we need to push this investigation.Gary Younker - My name is Gary Younker. I have a candidate for the 20th Legislative District and running investment with that race against Natalie Toro just saying hello. I'll be going to community meetings around the district for the for the past six months, going to school community meetings, local school councils, local police councils, local park council.Just to just to make sure that I can absorb all the different issues that are going on in the community. I myself have been organizing on the West side of Logan Square for the past 22 years. So this is this is where I this is where I do most of my work. Is a ground level like this. Again just wanted to say hello and probably get to take off in about 15 minutes because we're going to be knocking on doors but I can leave a few pieces of land here on the table. If you want to find out more about the campaign you go to gearingfor20.com So thanks for having your meeting open.Concerned Neighbor 2 - So I want to piggyback on what Sally and Olan said. I'm actually concerned about how the police are utilizing their abundant resources that they And what I'm going to, what I'm particularly concerned about is when I hear discussion of new helicopters and drones and a lot of technology got very basic, things are not being followed through in terms of basic And I also hear stories from District Councilors about people who bear no threat to the community being harassed. So I think there's some real disconnect between where the police are focusing their time and efforts. So I too would ask that the OIG comes to the next meeting or a future meeting. I would also ask that there be greater accountability with conversations that are happening between 4:00 to 14th district commander. So those are sort of sidebar conversations that are happening under the auspice of being tied to the CCPSA, to this District When I believe that meetings aren't even happening between the commander and some of the district representatives, actually, any of Chris, David or Ashley. So I think what a great starter would be is to really, and I believe this is on the agenda, to really encourage Officer Linas to come to one of these meetings. I know that some folks might feel uncomfortable with having police presence. I think we, through pre-communication right, can make sure that people know what to expect at a meeting so no one feels ambushed, but I think this body came out of a very specific need in And there it was, an election, people. We all weighed in on it. And I think we have to give this body its due course to basically do what people in Chicago like myself voted on. So I'm going to reiterate OIG meeting as well as a meeting with Commander Linas under the auspices of this District Council in an official capacity. In an official capacity.Concerned Neighbor 3 - Good So I just wanted to also explain about like a previous of last year because I lived in Humboldt Park for the last four years on Lemoyne and Kenzie. But to address the matter is that I understand that there's shortage on on police enforcement When it comes to a hit and run incidents, I was a victim on window my Hermitage and Francisco and when I called for a dispatch for like you know for police's show. But I waited for more than an hour that my parents to take me to the 14th District. And looking up officer right now was was willing to extend on helping me like gather the information and anything else in the further assistance along. Moving forward on that is it, which is extremely unacceptable because. Regardless, if it was a hit and run, anything can happen with the victims Injury, but Movies with with also criminal For, it just has to be one of the Highest like criminal activity between summer and fall that I had to experience, especially since I like work late night and then I get encounter with less than a minute of like a gun shootout, right? And then I step in my So like one for example, like I understand there's a lot of renovation, rehabilitation for like building being reconstructed or torn down and ground up. They're being criminalized. Are using those up under constructions that are not being like gated or permitted, permitted to like use those as hideouts or cut through alleys after a gun shootout. And then also at the same time too there's also been like a lot of like suspicion of checking people who have like Honda Honda's and. And kids and my brother happened to be one of the victims that got his vehicle stolen within our garage and it took them less than two minutes to like not only break in the gate but also to just take the ignition out and just drag off the vehicle which left which ended up in South Laramie There and then also where it comes with like again with the with the shooting a lot of like suspicious Seemed youth being used as influenced to life, just inspect and monitor on where they're going to like hit as like encountering like one for example would be on 4th Ave. and Western. I've known this some like high suspicion of like kids on on a bunch on their bikes and one of them had like their gun exposed on outside the whole server pants too and and I even trusted too. So even then I didn't know that the the cops were there to monitor.At this point like when it comes from even response even if it comes with suspicious We addressed it like we're not sure if they started even like checking, but even if they do, it'll take like no more than like 5 to 10 minutes when we show which already at that point the suspect has already like left the scene, but other than that that's all. Concerned Neighbor 4 - I just wanted to support the request for both the OIG and the commander to come and speak to the community. Personally, I think a lot of people work during the week and this time on a Saturday afternoon is perfect for a lot of us, so I would ask that. When to invite the commander Take into account who can come on the week during the week and who can come on the weekend to get the Public Comments I  just wonder if because we were talking about the response the call in centers or whatever I don't even know if that's called exactly but then where were the police when we call 911.Concerned Neighbor 5 - So is there a way because it seems like there are a lot of issues even with that department and how the calls get, you know, forwarded or whatever the deal is. Is there? Does that fall under the police? Is that a different kind of office? Is there a way Us to look into that and see if they are proper job or accountability or there's any assessments on that kind part of the policing and we can look into that. I think that would be very helpful.Concerned Neighbor 6 - I think that the takeaway from that is they could not get deeper in their reporting because of 911 call response because the police were not filing responses to 51% of the calls to OEMC. So the Inspector General has the report that says how much time it takes for the different priority number calls to reach the Police Department. And so that report is available and we can send it to you, we can help you find it, OK And then so then what's the follow up on that when we see like is there pressure towards. The police with the traffic stops.
	District Council Member Updates: Councilor Orlikoff - Provided updates and progress on the Free2Move campaign regarding pre-texutral police stops. Mentioned a petition to bring forth the item to the Community Commission. Also made mention of the process of investigations regarding the consent decree and the Independent Monitoring Team.Councilor Laurent - Mentioned the brief meeting with Commander Linas and shared with the attendance the items that yielded from that conversation. Further discussions regarding Committees took place and a final decision is forthcoming on the ongoing status of these committees, or working groups, whichever they may be called in the future.
	Discussions: Councilor Laurent shared the ongoing item of parsing together the economic impact of crime in the area, specifically how each household eventually pays for criminal activity. That report is forthcoming.Councilor Orlikoff expressed his desire and his perceived need to have separate agenda spaces for Public Safety and Restorative Justice items on an ongoing basis. Noted that the two previous committees working under Councilor Orlikoff are 'inactive' currently.Suggested that current and future committees are selected by a majority vote under the Police District Council and are tethered to identical Open Meetings Act guidelines accordingly. This topic is up for further discussion and a possible vote at a later meeting.Provided a brief overview of the Avondale Restorative Justice Court system and invited participation.Councilor Laurent yielded time to Mr. Adam Burck for a reporting on the Public Safety Committee. To which he explained on the progress of working with the police commander and the primary alders in the 14th Police District and the support gleaned form all meetings, where community concerns and plausible solutions were discussed.The meeting with CDR Linas was expanded to identifying a time and place suitable for a meeting. Many topics of concern were initiated as to availability and timeliness of this proposed meeting. Generally speaking, the Monthly Meeting times are not conducive to CDR Linas' schedule and it was proposed that the council devise a special meeting to accommodate this.Further concerns about CDR Linas willingness to meet with some people individually, and not others were voiced.Many attendees have expressed the desire to have the Notice and Agenda delivered earlier, so that attendees can have a more advanced notice of the content of each meeting with time to make changes to their scheduled and accommodate this council.Some attendees recommended that the District Council present the Notice and Agenda of each meeting with more advance time, so that people can make the adjustments to their schedules.
	Votes: No Votes outside the approval of minutes were presented. 
	NEXT MEETING DATE: April 6, 2024
	NEXT MEETING LOCATION if available: Chicago Public Library Logan Square Branch - 3030 W Fullerton Ave.
	0##: 014
	DC Chair:  Chris Laurent
	DC Member 2: Ashley Vargas
	DC Member 3: David Orlikoff
	Minutes approval: Minutes from the meeting held on February 3, 2024 were unanimously approved by members present.
	End time: 2:55 PM
	Q-yes: On
	Q-no: Off


